
ST. ANTHONY / ST. MARY PARISHES 
Letter of Intent / Saint Paper / Confirmation Interviews 

 

 

1. Letter of Intent 
Each candidate must write a letter of intent to the confirming bishop.  

(St. Anthony/Mary Parishes Confirming Bishop is Bishop Jeffery Haines) 
 
Letters of Intent should include: 
• The candidate's desire to be confirmed 
• Their confirmation name and reason for selecting that particular saint or name 
• A statement or two about their growth in faith: past, present, future 
• A description of their service endeavors and the effect of these on their life 
• How they see themselves participating in the mission of the Church as adults 
 

The confirmation coordinator may provide general guidance, but not a form letter. Typed or 
computer-generated letters on standard paper are preferred to longhand. Respecting the 
possibility of a confidential communication, candidate letters will be read by someone on the 
parish staff to see that each candidate requests the sacrament and is acting freely. Any 
inappropriate content will be addressed with the candidate before sending to the bishop. 
Letters must be turned into St. Mary Parish and the Parish will send them all together.  

 

2. Saint Essay Assignment   
During the Confirmation preparation Confirmation Candidates are highly encouraged to select 
a Saint's name as their Confirmation name, or their baptismal name. If their baptismal name is 
not a Saint's name, then they should pick a Saint's name for their Confirmation name. It is 
important to have a saint for a Confirmation name, to have a saint in heaven to pray for you 
and intercede on your behalf, and to have the life of a saint as a model for your own life. 
 
Saint Essay Assignment: 

• Write a two-page essay on your chosen name* (typed). 

• It should include: Research done, such as reading the Saint's biography, what is the Saint's 
connection to the Christian tradition? Is there something about the Saint that the Candidate 
can personally relate to? Is there a family friend or relative with that name whom the 
Candidate would like to honor by picking the same name? 

• Do some research BEYOND websites and have fun with it! NOTE: Wikipedia is not a 
reliable source of information, please use information from reliable sources.  

*If you choose your baptismal name or a name of someone you admire like a grandparent you 
are still required to write the Confirmation Saint Paper, just answer the questions and elaborate 
on that person instead. The Essay must be two pages doubled spaced typed, size 12 
fount. It must be handed in as a hardcopy. 
 

3. Candidate Interview (Signup sheet & dates TBD)  
Personal interviews of confirmation candidates by the pastor, the confirmation coordinator, or 
other staff member are helpful in assessing readiness for confirmation. Interviews might 
include: the development of the candidate's prayer/faith life, what was most/least helpful during 
the year, reflection on service experiences, the candidate's self-assessment of their growth, 
questions that remain unanswered, and whether and why they wish to be confirmed. 
 


